We consider noncommutative degree two Jordan algebras Jf of two by two matrices whose off diagonal entries are from an anticommutative algebra S? . We give generators and relations for the automorphism group of <f and determine the derivation algebra Der,^ in terms of mappings on 5? . We also give an explicit construction of all Sf for which Der J does not kill the diagonal idempotents and give conditions for nonisomorphic S? 's to give isomorphic f 's.
Introduction
All of the algebras and vector spaces under discussion will be over a field k, char k ^ 2. Note, however, that we are not assuming finite dimensionality and we are not assuming that the algebras are associative.
Suppose 5? is an anticommutative algebra having a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form B which is associative, that is, These algebras were introduced in [4] as a generalization of the Zorn matrix construction of the octonions O. Example 1.5. Take ¿7 = k3, three-dimensional vectors over k, with the vector cross product as the algebra multiplication. Define 5 on y by B(a, ß) = -a • ß, where a • ß denotes the dot product of a and ß. Then ^ -./(S?', B, 1, 1) is the Zorn matrix construction of the split octonions O (see [2] ).
These generalizations of O were futher studied in [5] . Note that the Zorn matrix realization of O in Example 1.5 makes the computation of G2 as Der O easy (see [2] ), where the derivation algebra Der^T of f is the Lie algebra of all D £ Endfc ¿f satisfying (1.6) (xy)D = (xD)y + x(yD)
for all x ,y £ f . Our goal in this paper is to compute Der,/" for all f whose product is given by (1.2) and to also compute the automorphism group AxAf := {A £ GL(f) \ (xy)A = (xA)(yA) for all x, y £ f]
of^.
The assumption that B is nondegenerate is motivated by the following result from [4] : Theorem 1.7. f is simple if and only if B is nondegenerate.
Since the nondegeneracy of B will be preserved by field extensions, we get the following corollary: where / = (¿ , ) -Hence <? is a degree two algebra (see [3] for the definition). We also note that if y = (¿ yd), the bilinear form C( , ) on ^ defined by (1.9) C(x, y) := trace(xy) = ac + bd + B(a, S) + B(ß, y)
is nondegenerate, symmetric, and associative. Hence if we let 5? be ,/ with the product [x, y] :-xy -yx we can construct a new Jordan algebra f = f(&,C,s',t').
The organization of the paper is as follows: In §2 we give a basic decomposition of Der^ in terms of '■H(í-')-(»)) (Theorem 2.9) and characterize & in terms of mappings on 5? having certain properties ((2.1), (2.2), and Lemma 2.4). In §3 we show that the codimension of ¿/ in Der^T is 0, 2, or 6 (Theorem 3.8) and in fact, if dimJ^ > 4, this codimension, codim " §, is either 0 or 2 (Theorem 3.4). We give instances in Example 3.6 of algebras S? for which dim 5? > 4 and codim 3? = 2. In §4 we show that if dim5? > 4 and codimS? = 2, then 5? is one of the algebras constructed in Example 3.6 (Theorem 4.2) and we compute Derf or these algebras (Corollary 4.6). In §5 we give generators (Theorem 5.7 and Corollary 5.8) and relations (Proposition 5.9 and Proposition 5.13) for Aut^ . We explicitly calculate AvXj" when S* is one of the algebras constructed in Example 3.6 (Theorem 5.12 and Proposition 5.13). §6 concerns conditions for two of these matrix Jordan algebras to be isomorphic and §7 concerns results on Der^ and Aut^ when 5 = 0 or t = 0. The second author wishes to gratefully acknowledge the support of Indiana State University Summer Research Grant 2-29237 during the course of this research and the hospitality of Ohio State University. She also wishes to thank Joe Ferrar for several helpful discussions.
Derivations
Let W be the set of (Dx, D2) e End^ © End*.^ satisfying -aB(y, a(ôe)) = -aB(ya, Se) = aB(ay, Se) = aB((ay)ô, e) = B(y,ô)B(a,e)-B(a,ô)B(y,e) = -B(y,B(a,â)e-B(a,e)â) since B is associative and S? is anticommutative. Hence, by the nondegeneracy of B, aa(ôe) = B(a, ô)e -B(a, e)ô which is (2.5). The converse is similar.
Another straightforward verification using Lemma 2.6 gives the following result. for all y ,6 £ S^. We will use the derivation condition (1.6) to show a, ß £ Vst, (Dx2,E2x)£&,andD = (DX2, E2X) + {-Ea,ß , thus showing D e 9©¿F.
Using (1.6) and definitions (2.9.2) and (2.9.3) on (s°?â g) = (g g) (g *) yields for all y, ô £ S" (2.9. 4) s(yô)Exx = B(y, ÔD2X), (2.9.5) 5(y¿)£22 = 5(7D2i,á), (2.9.6) s(yS)Ex2 = (yDxx)ô + (ÔD22)y, (2.9.7) i(yá)£2i = s(yDX2)ô + sy(¿A2).
A similar computation using (g ty0s) = (J g) (JJ) yields for all y, ¿ e S?
(2.9.8) ?(y¿)Ai= ^(y^n, ¿), (2.9 .9) í(y¿)Z)22 = /*(y,á£12), (2.9.10) t(yô)D2x = (yE22)â + (ÔExx)y, (2.9.11) r(y*J)Z>12 = t(yE2x)ô + íy(¿£2.). Now since (g g) = (¿ _°,)(g J), we see by (1.6) that 141 yD2x \say, yD22=x2B(ß,y), (2.9.12) (2.9.13) and since (g ~0y) = (g 70) (¿ _°, ), we see that (2.9.14) yDxx=-x2B(ß,y).
Similarly (> ^Q = (_°y g) and Q(¿ _°.) = Q give y£n =-^ß(a, y), The following result is another easy verification using Theorem 2.9. Recall that C(x, y) is the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on f defined by (1.9). Proposition 2.12. Let ^c = {P> e End/ | C(xD,y) = -C(x,yD) for all x,y£f}.
Then Der/ C £fc . This only leaves the case dim,? = 3 , <? not abelian, to be considered. Let {a, ß, y} be an orthogonal basis of 5?. Then aß = ay, ßy -ba, ya = cß for some a, b,c £ k. Now using the associativity of B gives aB(y, y) = B(aß, y) = B(a, ßy) = bB(a, a) = B(ß , ya) = cB(ß, ß). A straightforward verification shows that S" = Vd with d = -B(a, a)a~xc~x. But then by (2.5) 5? satisfies the Jacobi identity and hence must be a Lie algebra of type Ax since 5^ is not solvable. Since B is associative and 5? is simple, B must be a multiple of the Killing form. Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.4 and Proposition 3.7.
The dim Vst = 1 case
In this section we will show that if dim,? > 4 and dim Va = 1 for some a £ k, then ¿7 is one of the algebras constructed in Example 3.6. We will also compute Der/(^, B, s, i) in this case. Note that since n = ay, B(ay, ay) = -a~xB(a, a)B(y, y).
S? is simple by Lemma 4.1, so W = aW since W2 ç &a by (4.2.7). Let A : W -► W be defined by y A = ay , so we have B(yA, y A) = -a~xB(a, a)B(y, y) and /Í2 = a_15(a, a)/ by (4.2.6), and we get from (4.2.7) and (4.2.8) that (4.2.9) (ca + y)(da + Ô) = B(a, a)~xB(yA, ô)a + (cô -dy)A, which is (3.6.1). As noted in Example 3.6, dim W is even if dim W < 00, so dim,? is odd.
We need two lemmas for the computation of Der/(,?, B, s, t). 
Automorphisms
In this section we will determine the automorphism group of /(,?, B, s, t). The following proposition is a straightforward verification. We now return to the general case. Solving for y£n in (5.7.7), ôFxx in (5.7.8), y£2i in (5.7.12), and ¿£12 in (5.7.14) and eliminating these quantities from (5.7.10) gives Recall that C(x, y) := trace(x>>) for ail x, y £ / . The proof of the following proposition is straightforward.
Proposition 5.14. C(xE, yE) = C(x, y) for all E £ Aut/ and all x, y £ /'.
Isomorphisms
Turning now to isomorphisms between / = /(^1, Bx, sx, tx) and J$ -/(¿?2, B2, s2, t2) ,-we have the following theorem, whose proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 5.7 and so is omitted. It is easy to check that <9\ with the product -s is an anticommutative algebra and Bs is associative. We will refer to <?i with the product -s as ¿Ps ■ Theorem 6.7. Suppose yt2s2x £ k. Then / = / as Jordan algebras iff there is an S £ GL(S?X) satisfying (6.3) and (6.4) with u>s = t\~xsxt2s2x and a scalar isomorphism R : ,9$ -> &i with xr = t\~xt2 such that R is an isometry from Bs to B2. Proof. First suppose 5" £ GL(S?X) satisfies (6.3) and (6.4) with ws -t\~xsxt2s2x, and R : S*s -> &2 is a scalar isomorphism with xr = txxt2 such that R is an isometry from Bs to B2. Define £ : / -» f2 by {csd)E := (SCR 7Sf). Then £ is an isomorphism of Jordan algebras. Conversely, suppose / = /> • By Theorem 6.1 we can find an isomorphism £:/->/> of Jordan algebras such that {cSd)E= (scRi ?f ), where Rx, R2 : yx^^2 satisfy (6.1.1), (6.1.2), and (6.1.3). If we let S = RXR2X and R = R2, then S satisfies (6.3) and (6.4) with ws = txxsxt2s2x, R:<9s -» «5*1 is a scalar isomorphism with xr = txxt2, and R is an isometry from Bs to B2 .
Suppose S?i, Bx, sx, tx are given and S £ GL(<9\) satisfies (6.3) and (6.4) for some ws £ k, Ws # 0. For any T £ GL(S?X ) and any x £ k, x ^ 0, we can define a new product -r and a new bilinear form BT on ,?i by y .r¿ := [(yT~x) -s (ôT~x)]T, where -5 is defined by (6.5), and BT(y, ô) := x2Bs(yT~l, ¿£-1 ), where Bs is defined by (6.6) . Now if we define R := x~xT, then R is an isometric scalar isomorphism from (<9\,'s,Bs) to (,? , -r, #r) and xr = x . By Theorem 6.7 /(,?,, ßi, 5,, r,) =/(^1, -r, 5r, 52, h), where ?2 = ^^i and s2 -txxsxt2w^x and every (,?2, B2) such that / = Jî s isometrically isomorphic to (,? , -T ,Bj) for some choice of S, T, and x. Thus it is clear that the question of which (,?2, B2) gives /> isomorphic to / for given yx, Bx, sx, tx reduces to the study of those S £ GL(S?X) which satisfy (6.3) and (6.4).
Finally we have the following proposition, whose proof is straightforward.
Proposition 6.8. Suppose S, T£ GLffi) both satisfy (6.3) and (6.4) with wswt ■ Then S^s -<S?t under an isometry from Bs to BT iff there are Rx, R2£
GL(5?X) such that for all y, ô £ «51 (6.8.1) Bx(yRx, ÔR2) = Bx(y, ô) and (6.8.2) (yS)Ri = (yRj)(SRj) for i, j = 1, 2, i ¿ j, where xx, x2, yx, y2, zx, z2 £ k are arbitrary with zx / 0, z2 ^ 0. We get (1.2) from (7.2) by choosing xx -x2 = yx = y2 = zx = z2 = I . In fact, the only choices for these scalars that give a noncommutative Jordan algebra are Xi = x2 = yx = y2 = 1 and zx = z2 and we have dealt with these in our previous results.
